
Workshops to
support female

reproductive care.

Reusable Pads

Support financial
freedom for women

Community

Lending

Women’s Groups in Mbale
Care Groups 

In� early� August� we� led� our� first� ever� mental� health� initiative.� We

invited�a� trainer� to� teach�Psychological� First�Aid,� so�our� community

care� group� leaders� would� be� better� equipped� to� lead� groups

consisting�of�young�vulnerable�girls.�Approximately�1�in�5�of�the�girls

we�serve�have�been�a�victim�of�domestic�violence,�rape,�or�bullying.

These� groups�were� supported� by� a� grant� by� American�Women� for

International�Understanding,�and�have�led�to�improved�psychological

wellbeing�and�menstrual�hygiene�awareness.�We�are�encouraged�by

the� commitment� and� dedication� the�women� and� girls� have� had� in

these�care�groups,�constantly�striving�to�better�themselves�and�their

peers.�We�are�working�hard�to�ensure�these�girls�are�supported�and

their�mental�health�is�not�ignored.�
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Empowering�Women�and�Building�Healthier�Communities
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based violence with

empowerment
sessions

Gender Based
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Savings Groups

Our� savings� groups� continue� to� prosper� and� expand.�What� started

with�one�group�of� approximately�50�women� in�Bumuluya�has�now

expanded�to�200�women� in�Bumuluya,�Luki,� Jewa�and�Wabukhasa.

We� have� provided� chickens� to� one� of� the� groups,� and� will� be

providing�more� in� the�next� few�weeks.�These�chickens�will�produce

eggs�to�be�sold�at�the�market,�further�supporting�these�women�and

their� communities.� We� have� also� trained� the� women� in� basket

weaving,� and� the� next� phase� of� the� program�will� include� farming.

We� are� excited� to� promote� financial� literacy,� vocational� skills,� and

entrepreneurship�among�our�participants.�



REGISTER

We�have�an�upcoming�trivia�night�fundraiser

for�our�US-based�donors,�followed�by�another

event�for�local�participants.�
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A Vision for a Clinic

While� the� savings� groups,� care� groups,� and

menstrual�health�programs�expand�so�does�our

vision.� We� have� found� that� the� community

needs� more� menstrual� health� and� mental

health�support�and�we�are� inspired�to�create�a

Women’s� and�Girl’s�Wellness� Clinic.�While� this

program� is� still� in� its� infancy,� we� are

enthusiastic� about� the� potential� to� provide

additional� resources� and� opportunities� to� the

women�and�girls�in�our�community.�Feel�free�to

reach�out�to�learn�more�about�vision.�
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Upcoming Event

This�fundraiser�will�include�activities�and�prizes.

We�hope�to�see�you�there!

Interview with Mpogo

Islamic Centre Director 

Hajji Mutwalibu Kafo

By�Dorothy�Musiimenta

IAG�Program�Coordinator

Dorothy:�What�first� inspired�you�to�be�involved

with�IAG?

Hajji:� The� presentation� of� IAG� to� MIC� was

organized�and�had�evidenced�based�work� that

was� authentic.� The� burning� passion� of� the

presenters� to� change� the� world� and� create

impact� ignited� my� passion� too.� I� believe� that

women� need� hope� and� what� better� way� was

there�than�to�support�IAG’s�work.�IAG�and�MIC

have� common� approaches� to� the� community

[livelihood]� however� the� IAG� approach� was

sustainable� and� standardized.IAG� are� very

organized� in� terms� of� reporting� and

accountability�which�made�me� trust�what� you

do.

Dorothy:�What�programs�have�you�supported�in

the�past?

Hajji:�We� have� supported� the� eco� friendly� re-

usable�pads�[Nabisolo�primary�school�&�Mpogo

primary� school]� program� and� the� basket

weaving�program�for�women.

�

Dorothy:� How� would� you� like� to� continue

supporting?

Hajji:� We� have� been� supporting� IAG� on� our

subsidiary� funds,� given�we�had�no�partnership

plans�for�this�year.�However�we�look�forward�to

a� more� organized� partnership� in� the� coming

years� for� better� results.� Our� support� will

primarily�be�focused�on�menstrual�hygiene�and

pads� for� young� girls,� we� hope� for� a� better

future�if�girls�stay�in�school.

Dorothy:� How� do� you� see� the� partnership

evolving?

https://www.runtheworld.today/app/invitation/34863
https://www.runtheworld.today/app/invitation/34863
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Mpogo� Islamic� Centre� has� been� one� of� our

strongest� partnerships,� greatly� improving� the

lives�of�women�and�girls�in�the�community.�

Hajji:� The� partnership� is� going� on� well� and� I

look�forward�to�supporting�even�more�projects

as�far�as�livelihood�is�concerned.

Dorothy:�How�do�you�see�our� impact� together

with�the�community?

Hajji:� The� work� of� IAG� in� the� community� is

tremendous;� I� feel� proud� that� MIC� has

partnered�with� such�great�people� to�create�an

impact� in� the� community.� There� is� amazing

feedback� from� the� community� and� evidence

based�work.�IAG�is�doing�a�great�work.�

I� Am� A� Girl� would� like� to� thank� our� current

partners� and� sponsors� for� their� generous

contributions�and�commitment�to�our�mission.

To�learn�more�about�I�AM�A�GIRL�and�the�work

that� we� do,� please� visit� our� website� at

https://www.iama-girl.org/� � or� follow� us� on

social�media.

Our Partners

Thank You!

 for supporting IAG’s
economic empowerment

program and reusable pad
program. 

Mpogo Islamic Center 

for their generous
contributions of reusable

menstrual cups.

TheFlow.World 

for their grant supporting
women’s mental health and

community care groups.

American Women for

International

Understanding

/Letgirlsrock

@stand4girls
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https://www.instagram.com/stand4girls/
https://www.facebook.com/Letgirlsrock
https://www.iama-girl.org/
https://www.iama-girl.org/

